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ﬁg 1. Punch, page 7, July 1, 1843.
The satirical magazine Punch was founded
in 1841 by a group of young radicals.
Co-editor Henry Mayhew, like many of his
contemporaries, both artists and writers,
sought his material on the streets of
the Metropolis. He subsequently authored
the seminal social survey London Labour
and the London Poor in 1851.
This particular (anonymous) article,
On the Cockney Pronunciation, is a
bravura philological championing of
common speech, with typography that
brilliantly elucidates the author’s rhetoric.

N

O CULTURE IS A MONOLITH;
no era; there were many sub-plots in the Victorian
epic. Yet time ﬂushes out diversity, and the notion of
“Victorian Design” quickly conjures an image of eclec-

tic hyperdecoration. The opposite is also true. Beyond the
poster, the title page, and the exotic foundry specimen,
your everyday Vickie typography was smart, generic and
utterly of its own time.
The page layout (ﬁg. 1) of Punch magazine, a work of
precise, elegant restraint, persisted from the magazine’s
founding in 1841 for almost a hundred years, the only
change being an increase in text size in the 1890s. Very
classic, practically indestructible, and perfectly modern.
Its form was the culmination of a period of radical
typographic modernization in London, beginning around
1800 and notable for the emergence, by the mid 1830s, of
a spectacular variety of new type genres (ﬁg. 2) from the
foundries of Thorne, Figgins, Caslon et al,—sans serif, fat
face, Egyptian, 3D, and so on. During these years, the
Didone, or modern, style replaced the old styles, killing
oﬀ the long “s” (ﬁg. 3), “ct” and “st” ligatures, and nonlining ﬁgures, while weight contrast and mixing typefaces
became the new ways to create interest in one’s typographic layout, outmoding the traditional oppositions of
roman versus italic and caps versus lower case.
The headline
BY THE TIME of this fairly typical 1843 Punch page (ﬁg. 1)
the sans serif type style, albeit without a lower case, was

well established. Its use here is deft and sophisticated,
as, by dint of multiple contrasts of value, size and form, a
single line faces oﬀ against a massed page of scintillating
Scotch Modern, not to mention the overbearing running
head.
Art history places the modern movement during the
early 20th century, and type history follows suit, chronicling the emergence of the sans serif in the late 1920s
as a Bauhaus-branded expression of reductive functionalism. In this scheme of things great store is put upon
the sequence “Realism > Modernism > Post-Modernism”,
making it impossible to accept the original sans serif faces
(and other contemporary typographic experiments in pure
plastic formalism) as expressions of modernism, concurrent as they are with realist painting, and preceding the
invention of photography. Nonetheless, Vincent Figgins
beat Paul Renner (Futura) to the punch by a century. The
evidence could not be clearer: his 1836 specimen (ﬁg. 4)
shows a bold sans serif, spelling out the word “modern”.
The Caslon & Livermore 1837 specimen contains 15 pages
of bold condensed, all-cap sans serifs; William Caslon IV
had shown the ﬁrst sans 21 years earlier. Renner discussed
the concept of the Modern, and how it is a process rather
than the style of a particular era, but it’s unlikely that
Figgins or Caslon theorized about such stuﬀ. They just
did it. The Crystal Palace was a piece of engineering,
far removed from architecture or art; the ﬁne arts carried the heavy intellectual load; decoration added merit
to applied art; and nothing could be further oﬀ the map

than the naked shape of letters. There were no design
trade journals, no critics to ask “Dude, where’s the lower
case?” (The original sans was, with modernist eﬃciency,
a unicase.)
T.C. Hansard, in his monumental Typographia (1826)
devoted but a handful of paragraphs to the aesthetics of type design, mainly to roundly diss the latest
“Monstrosities!!! ... the book printing of the present day
is disgraced by a mixture of fat, lean and heterogenous
types, which to the eye of taste is truly disgusting,” with a
sneer at the burgeoning market for job (commercial) printing, “... for which purpose it appears so appropriate ...”
Hansard attributed the trend entirely to the capriciousness of type founders; we recognize a cultural ecology in
the marketplace, where all are both shapers and shaped.

ﬁg 2. A selection from the Figgins specimen, 1836,
and the Caslon & Livermore specimen, 1837.
Early 19th century experiments in type design were
schismatic, fundamentally rifted from the traditional
premise of slow stylistic evolution. This was pure
plastic invention—reductive, conceptual, modernist.
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ﬁg 3. Demise of the long “s”.
Traditionally, there had been alternate forms of the
lower case “s”: short for use at the end of words,
long elsewhere. Around 1800 the cumbersome
long form, which required kerning and frequently
ligatures, began to fall from use.

ﬁg 4. Specimen of Printing Types,
V. & J. Figgins, London, 1836.
Two-line Pearl and Brevier Sans-serif. An experimental
design (compare the sizes) with a geometric quality
notable in the circularity of the round letters, something
which would soon be eclipsed by the fuller curves of
the grotesque style, not to return until the 1920s.

The initial
PART HUMAN, PART serpent, part G, wholly “Grimm” and
“bilious” (as beﬁts the immediate text); this is the kind
of opium-addled, hellucinogenic multiple entendre the
Surrealists claimed for their pre-history. Deconstructing
the semantic boundary between letter and image, the
anonymous artist channeled a macabre, gothic psychosis;
one that destroyed Grandeville, acquiring great cachet.
For his friend Dr. Georget at the Paris Insane
Asylum, Theodore Géricault, explorer of the extremes of
the human condition, had painted a series of clinical portraits of various kinds of derangement. Resident Punch
artist John Leech, possibly the illustrator here, was similarly inclined. Leech had been a medical student, turned
on to art by his anatomical drawing. Early Punch, named
in part after the French publication Charivari, was full of
wild-eyed characters and anthropomorphic drop caps.
The text type
ONE CAN ONLY shake one’s head in awe at the dedication required to hand-set this page, in particular the
three-column tables comparing words in ten diﬀerent
languages (several extinct), alternating between roman
and italic every word, with the occasional small cap, aesc,
and umlaut thrown in for good measure, all in six point
size—for a weekly magazine! (ﬁg. 5)
A marvel of skill and eﬃciency, the mid-century
roman, the Scotch Modern, is small and compact, yet with
its huge serifs, expansive in spirit. At the same time, there
is a strict moral tone to the obsessively neat detail and
the abhorrence of oriﬁces, as sphincter-like the serifs all
but close oﬀ the aperture. Seeking to outdo one another,
founders of the era produced smaller and smaller types,
the Bible shrinking like a cell-phone to pocket size. The
exaggerated proportions of the serifs made this a bigger,
friendlier face than its nominal size would have indicated,
and the delicate bite of letterpress ensured legibility at
the threshold of vision. Per column inch, it is among the
most eﬃcient typography ever.
This was high technology; yet not in our understanding of being automated, but rather, dependent on the virtuoso technique of the punch cutter and the printer. The
innovative typefounders of the 1820s and ’30s were peers

ﬁg 5. Punch, July 1, 1843.
Detail of page 7.
The quality of 6 pt. Scotch Modern letterpress type,
biting into pure rag stock. Punctiliously, ﬂush left
setting is mixed with justiﬁcation of lines that are
almost full measure, helped by discretionary use of
the ampersand.

to Henry Maudslay, who improved the slide rule and built
the ﬁrst precision lathe (the “mother tool of the industrial
age”—Witold Rybczynski, One Good Turn). The modern
style of type was not, then, so much an imitation of the
sparkling quality of engraved lettering, but an expression of every designer-engineer-artist-craftsman’s quest
for ﬁnesse; and this in an age when those labels were not
quite so mutually exclusive as they are now.
The page layout
THE PUNCH MISE-EN-PAGE is not original, by today’s standards. Printers by and large stuck to common industry
practice, with little deviation. Personality was in the
details. There was one style of text type, and one way to
lay out a periodical: with the columns butted up tight,
separated by a ﬁne rule.
The Punch layout style diﬀered from that of a broadsheet newspaper only by the addition of rules around the
edge of the “live” area. Its two-column format, with text
bounded by ﬁne rules, and a double rule beneath the running head, was the look of the popular radical newspapers,
such as The Poor Man’s Guardian, of the early 19th century, which published at pamphlet size to avoid repressive
newspaper taxes. The satirical Punch was heir to this
scene. (The tax had been reduced from 4d to 1d in 1836.)
If type design is considered a peer to typographic
layout, a partner inextricably linked to it but not following in its footsteps—rather, having its own agenda—then
it’s possible to recognize the implicit modernism of the
early 19th century typefaces, freeing the evolution of this

ﬁg. 6. A London Street Scene.
John Orlando Parry, 1835.
Watercolour painting, presumably made with the aid
of a camera obscura, depicts an explosion of ﬂyposter typography in a city crazy for entertainment.
The larger size of fonts, many of them two-colour,
were made of wood, or from metal type sand-cast
from wooden originals.

quality from its association with the ﬁne art movements
of almost a century later.
Punch had lots of pictures—imagery was the trend.
Fleshing out the word, mid-century typefounders and
poster artists (ﬁg. 6) created 3D styles, magazine artists
drew fanciful initials, and illustrations brought periodical
pages to life. The ﬁrst picture news weekly, The Illustrated
London News, was launched in 1842 (Punch co-editor Mark
Lemon was creative consultant) to runaway success.

T

HESE GRAPHIC CHANGES did not happen
in isolation, but were part and parcel of the general turmoil that accompanied the birth of the modern industrial
state. In politics, the suﬀrage crisis (only 3% of men with
the vote, no women) had put the country on the brink of
armed rebellion prior to the Great Reform Bill of 1832,
which redesigned the structure of society. New lifestyles
emerged in the 1830s with the advent of mass transit by
rail and bus. J.M.W. Turner (lauded by John Ruskin in
Modern Painting, 1843) expressed the modernism of the
age in his 1844 painting Rain, Steam, and Speed; Figgins
expressed it in his conceptual type designs; and Bradbury
& Evans, Printers, �itefriars, expressed it with Punch.

THE
PUNCH
COVER
SCENES
FROM
A LIFE

March 6, 1869
Richard Doyle’s 1849 illustration (which
persisted until 1954) represented a
change of attitude and a progression.
The cosy rustic lettering of the name;
Mr Punch smirking at his self-contained
little dog joke; and the encircling
cornucopia-cavalcade of mirth; these
are a gentler form of satire, emphasizing
the humour of the brand. Commercial
interest has encroached too, with
advertisments at top and bottom.
By 1850, the young radical readers
of Punch had settled down, while the
growing prosperity of a large part of
the Victorian masses had created a
politically conservative middle class
that would provide the magazine with a
steady market for more than a century.
Note the magniﬁcent bold condensed
sans serif capitals. The discolouring of
the paper signals a change from the
high quality of traditional rag-recycled
paper to a fragile stock made from the
newly invented material of chemically
pulped wood ﬁbre.

July 1, 1843
Punch began in 1841 as a hip, antiestablishment magazine. The design genre
here is not far removed from that of the
ﬁne book title page. Its style is severely
neoclassical, neat and symmetrical, with
the clean simplicity which characterizes
modernism in any era. The typography is
discreetly understated. The cover art, by
J. Meadowe Dell, shows a grossly maniacal
Mr Punch stretching the masthead banner
across his distended belly, while straddling a
blasting trumpeter resting on a large drum.
It is a lewd, grotesque, and aggressively
vulgar polemic. On either side are the
contributors of Art and Literature, two
demonically stage-lit juvenile players.

April 26, 1916
Spot colour, and a further
encroachment of commercial interest.

May 28, 1952
Spot colour with bleed border. A ﬁnal,
cleaned-up iteration of the classic design.

Jan. 20, 1954
Coated stock. Swan song: a fresh
illustration each issue, using Doyle’s
original 1849 character.

Feb. 19, 1958
Belated paradigm shift. New masthead
and a full bleed, full-colour illustration.

